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Discover  New Ways  to
Work  Together  wi th
Teams Dev ices
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The Microsoft device Certification Program is designed to offer Microsoft customers
confidence that third party devices will provide a compatible, high-quality

experience when used with Microsoft Teams.

Connect and collaborate quickly with certified devices. Start
meetings and calls with just one touch.

Choose where and how you want to work with devices
designed for any space and style.

Get consistent high-quality video and audio, and easy set
up and management.
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Microsoft Teams supports a portfolio of desk phones for users who require a traditional phone
experience. To deliver a high quality and reliable Microsoft Teams experience on phones,

Microsoft are partnering and actively working with manufacturers to develop and certify a wide
portfolio of desk phones and conference room audio devices.

 

https://www.adepteq.com/microsoft-teams/


Desk and Conference Phones

Easily join calls and participate in audio
conferences, increasing your ability to
collaborate and be more productive. Having the
Teams user interface (UI) on desk and
conferencing phones delivers a seamless
Microsoft Teams experience.

Headset and Speakerphones

Having certified, reliable and secure peripherals
which offer high-quality audio and video ensure
clear conversations. Teams peripherals go from
basic low cost headsets, through professional
wireless stereo headphones and earbuds, to
speakerphones to fit all sizes of room. Whether
working from home or on the go, there’s a
Teams device for you.
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Adepteq has partnered with the leading device brands
We have access to the complete ranges from the leading players in the Teams certified device

marketplace.

Ask the Expert: Microsoft 365 Q&A

Looking to maximise the benefits of Microsoft 365? We're committed to providing
practical, result-oriented advice that enables clients to achieve the full potential of the

Microsoft 365 Suite. Book your 15 minute call today.

Book Now
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https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/Consultancy@adepteq.com/bookings/
tel:08006444365

